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S.U. board
tries to solve
water woes
Lone valve could leave
building dry as a bone
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sketch the Ilione Economics Building.

By Ken Leiser
The Student Union could be left
high and dry by either a toilet overflowing or a broken pipe.
The reason: the designers of the
14-year-old building allowed for the
installation of only one water shutoff valve.
In other words, there is no way
to shut off the water in one part of
the S.U. without turning off the
water for the entire building.
"We normally try to make repairs over the weekend and during
vacations," said Ron Barrett, director of the S.U. "It’s a real hassle."
One of the S.U. staff’s major
concerns is the prospect of having to
shut the water off during a school
day. They are afraid that the food
operations located in the building
would be hurt by a water shut-off.
"It could be a big problem to
deal with down the road," said Pat
Wiley, associate director of the S.U.
"We’ve been really lucky so far and
as the building becomes older, it becomes a real fear."
The S.U. board of directors
voted Tuesday to accept bids from
plumbing companies on the project,
which will require installing 22
valves beneath the building.

The board will invite the companies to look at the project specifications and the site, and then submit a
written bid.
The board will accept a bid if it
Is less than 825,000. If the lowest bid
is more than that amount, the board
will have to reconsider its options.
Money for the repairs will come
from either the board’s expansion
reserve fund or the unappropriated
surplus, Barrett said.
The expansion reserve contains
approximately $303,000 and is made
up of money left over from the building’s construction and operating
surpluses.
Operating surpluses include
money generated from S.U. fees,
games area profits and the rental of
building space.
The Student Union gets $19 a semester from SJSU students out of
the $29 they pay in SU fees. The remaining $10 goes to the proposed
Recreation and Events Center.
The board spent $145,000 last
year from the expansion reserve
fund to reinforce the ballroom floor.
The unappropriated surplus,
from which the board can draw
money, stands at approximately
$94,000.

olitical analyst says peace in Middle East possible
By Warren Bates
Foreign policy consultant John Rothman said in a
speech Tuesday afternoon that peace would eventually
come to the troubled Middle East. He also said he believed in miracles.
Rothman, a political analyst whose areas of expertise are the Soviet Union and the Middle East, spoke to
approximately 100 observers at the Student Union Amphitheater about Soviet and American interests in the
Middle East.
He said the three major concerns the United States
has in the area are Soviet encroachment, access to oil
and America’s committment to Israel.
"Our allies over there are Israel, Jordan, Egypt,
Saudi Arabia. Sudan and now possibly Lebanon." he
said. "These countries make up our ’fist’ and we have to
support them to insure that fist and our interests."
Rothman, who worked for the Nixon administration.
said Soviet allies include Syria, Iraq, Libya, South
Yemen and the PLO. He said the Soviets have interests
in the Middle East because of the Mediterranean warm
water ports.

NATIONAL CITY ( AP) Three times during the
past week, Randy Macoubrie has found blueprints for
U.S. Navy warships and weapons systems in a trash
bin in the industrial park where he works.
When he first reported the find, a shore patrol unit
came and retrieved blueprints of aircraft carriers,
Macoubrie said.
But when he saw blueprints in the trash bin again
this time detailing the location of nuclear warheads
,.n the battleship New Jersey Macoubrie took them
home. His call to the Navy was ignored.
During the weekend, Macoubrie said, he saw more
blueprints in the trash container. He left them there,
ter making another fruitless call to the Navy.

Alter a story about Macoubrie’s hod appeared in
yesterday’s editions of the San Diego Tribune, Navy
public affairs officers told the newspaper a complete
investigation would be made into how the blueprints
got into the trash and why Macoubrie’s second and
third phone calls went unheeded.
Macoubrie, an engineer, said he first discovered
the blueprints, including nuclear information, on Sept.
21. That’s when the shore patrol truck responded

"The PLO is committed to the destruction of Israel
Rothman said. "I was in Lebanon last year when the
PLO was in Beirut and I saw PLO arms and munitions
for one million people all Soviet supplied. The PLO is
the most unpopular, most often condemned group in the
world."
Another reason the United States supports Israel is
that "in a non-nuclear confrontation, Israel knows how to
fight and win wars," Rothman said. "When the Russians
provided SAM -5 (surface to air) missiles to the Syrians
last year, Israeli forces were able to attack and take
them out in two hours with no planes lost."
He said this incident, along with the recent shooting
down of Korean Airline’s flight 007, has made the Soviets
more aware of the inadequacies of their security systems.
Regarding U.S. oil interests, Rothman said the
United States had depended heavily on Iran for oil supplies until the Shah was overthrown. After the Ayatollah
Khomeni took control, the United States was forced to
turn to Saudi Arabia for its oil supply.
"If there was ever a threat to Saudi Arabia, I have no

CalPIRG registers voters
as fee debate continues
By Jeff Barbosa
Representatives from the California Public Interest
Research Group told students Tuesday night that until
the California State University administration allows
SJSU to collect fees on behalf of CalPIRG, they will
concentrate their efforts on registering students to vote.
CalPIRG is a statewide organization located on six
college campuses that lobbies for consumer and environmental laws. Last semester, SJSU students voted 1,188 to
793 to establish a CalPIRG chapter. The chapter was to
be funded by increasing student fees $3 per semester.
Students who did not wish to pay for the chapter would
have had to go to CalPIRG tables around campus to be
refunded.
Doug Braymen, the president of the SJSU chapter of
CalPIRG, told the students that negotiations between
CalPIRG and CSU officials are under way in Long
Beach.
Braymen said there was no law permitting SJSU
officials to collect the fees for CalPIRG.
"CalPIRG is saying let’s make a statute that allow
fees to be collected," Braymen said.

Sept. 22 was the weekly trash collection day, and
Macoubrie noted that Edco Disposal Services had
emptied the trash container.
"That afternoon, more blueprints were piled in the
container this time dealing with modifications to the
continued on page 6

ex education seminar attracts few
ty Gail Taylor
Students who wanted to know, and were not afraid to
,k, showed up Tuesday night for the sex education and
Oh control seminar in Allen Hall.
Carol Swanson, a practicing nurse for the SJSU stuent health services, spoke mainly about birth control to
group of 12 people.
"I think people shy away from the subject, hut there
le some brave people who can be open enough to get
etormation." Swanson said.
Students were shown samples of the latest contra ’p1100 on the market the sponge, a small rounded
bjeel treated with spermicide that kills and paralyzes
perm cells.
Using a plastic model of the woman’s reproductive
-tern, Swanson explained how to use the sponge.
"The biggest fear in using the sponge is not getting
I, correct fit,- Swanson said. "It’s easy to get misticed and no one is teaching women how to insert it ."
The sponge is less effective than the diaphragm be, al,), ,if the double amount of failure rates, Swanson

said.
The diaphragm, which is 97 percent effective, is good
but cannot be used repeatedly like the sponge, which can
be used for a 24-hour period, she said.
"I think the sponge is an excellent method," Swanson said. "I think it will prevent a lot of pregnancies for
people who would not use anything else."
Other methods of birth control, such as foam,
creams and jellies, are 80 percent effective, according to
Swanson. The condom is 92 percent effective but should
be used with some form of cream or jelly.
The IUD causes a very high risk of sterility and
infection among women, Swanson said. It should not be
used by women who want to have future pregnancies and
are less than 25 years old.
A 20-year study, completed last year, shows that the
pill may be safer than the IUD.
"The study shows women are not developing cervical or breast cancer from using the pill," Swanson said.
"The study also shows that birth defects are not increasing."

doubt that the United States would step in with the military and secure the oilfields," he said.
On the current situation in Lebanon, Rothman said
’he cease fire ordered last Sunday was shaky at best.
"I’ve seen similar agreements that haven’t lasted,"
he said. "The warring factions have been fighting too
long over there.
"I also don’t agree with the proposal set forth to keep
the Marines there for a limit of 18 months. Whenever you
put such a limit on troops, the other side will just wait out
the time and reattack."
In order for there to be peace there has to be a stable
situation where compromises can be negotiated, and it
will be a long time before such a situation can take place.
Rothman said.
He also told students that if they wanted a genuine
understanding of America’s interests and responsibilities in the Middle East, they should attend a university in
Israel.
The speech was sponsored by the Israel Action Committee, an on-campus organization that provides information about travel, study and work programs in Israel.

Debbie Bruns, a CalPIRG organizing director, said
Tuesday that the negotiations with the CSU would take
awhile.
"It seems like they’re just passing it along," Bruns
said. "People are kind of on hold waiting to see what
happens at SJSU."
Until the fees can be collected. CalPIRG will concentrate on voter registration.
"We don’t have the funding to do projects, so voter
registration is the first thing we should do," said Dawn
Cameron, the project events coordinator for CalPIRG.

Doug Braymen
. . . CalPIRG president wants fees collected

Cameron said in just an hour, one student can register 10 to 15 people to vote.
"What good will it do us to inform students on issues
if they aren’t registered to vote," Cameron said.
"Students are under -represented in government. We
continued on page 6
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A lower -hemisphere love affair
As I write this, I’m listening to Men At Work.
Normally, that wouldn’t have anything to do with
what I’m writing, but in this case I’m writing about The
Cup.
Since Men At Work is an Aussie group and the Cup is
now Australia’s Cup doesn’t that have a nice ring? r I
think it’s appropriate.
In the long history of The America’s Cup yacht race,
all contenders have been staved off by the Americans.

Dean Kahl
Staff Writer

Finally, after 132 years. someone else has won. But not
just anyone else, the people from the Land Down Under.
Lets hear it for ’em. mates!
Actually, this is more than a congratulatory piece
for the Australians. My love affair with Australia
started a long time ago. And a lot of other Americans
feel the same way.
What is it about Australia that is so appealing? Well,
there’s a lot of things. First of all, the sex ratio is four
men for every woman.
I think I could learn to live with that.
Second of all, a lot of the men are good looking. And
tan. And wear white shirts and pants and broad-brimmed cowboy hats.
Also, the Australians make better movies than we
do. I mean, let’s face it, "Breaker Morant" is the best

movie ever made. It makes "Citizen Kane" look like a
training film. Well. I may be stretching it a bit, hut
there are so many handsome men in it.
Even when the Australians are trying to make an
exploitation film, it transcends all parameters, as in the
case of "The Road Warrior." And the film stars Mel
Gibson, too.
Australia has been accused of being about thirty
years behind the U.S. in terms of habits and social
mores. But I wouldn’t mind living in the psuedo-’50s.
with better music and better films and a cute guy at my
side.
O.K., so I may be glamorizing Australia a bit. They
do have their problems. Their handling of the Aboriginal
race isn’t too great. But we shouldn’t point fingers. Remember the American Indians?
And then there are the immigration problems. It
seems that the predominately white government hasn’t
always wanted anyone a shade lighter than a good tan
Australian male to enter the country.
But again, we’ve had similar problems in this country with ethnic groups too numerous to name ibut I will
name some anyway: Chinese. Jews, Japanese).
Si) the Australians have some problems? Don’t forget that most of them are descended from the original
settlers. These "settlers" were mainly prisoners of the
British and most of them were poor and Irish.
It was a long fight to become independent from the
U.K. and to establish the respect they deserve.
I suppose the hardest thing about my, and other
American’s, love affair with the Land Down Under is
that is unrequited. Although we praise the country, they
think we’re, basically, arrogant bastards.
But we aren’t all like that. And we don’t all cheat.
And we didn’t all root for Liberty.
We like you a lot.
But we’ll get you next time.
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The Forum page is your page. The Daily encourages readers’
comments on any topic. The viewpioints expressed in opinion
articles are those of the author. Editorials appearing on this page
are the opinion of the Spartan Daily.

SJSU-Stanford: The rooters have the fun job
Jack Elway roamed the sidelines Saturday as he
directed the Spartans to a 23-10 win over Stanford. He
had to deal with the pressures involved in decision
making. Elway had to decide what offensive plays to
call and what defensive formations would stymie the
Cardinal attack.
But did anyone think of the pressure on those several thousand Spartan fans who were sentenced to the

Carrie Hagen
Entertainer Editor

north end of Stanford Stadium? From the opening kick
off to the final gun, the Spartan rooters had decisions ti
make and duties to carry out, just like the head coach.
Silting alone at Saturday’s SJSU-Stanford game
gave me the opportunity to observe various forms of
Spartan rooter life.
The game started out ordinarily enough. San Jose
State kicked off. Stanford received. Stanford went nowhere. Stanford punted. Jon Carlson led the Spartans to
a touchdown. The SJSU fans roared. So far, so good.

I logged this data into my memory bank that Spartan fans are healthy football fans. The team scores, they
go wild.
Shortly thereafter. Carlson threw an interception to
thwart a Spartan drive. The fans became disgruntled.
Grumbles echoed through the crowd such as: "Geez,
that was a terrible pass" and "looks like last week all
over again."
The elderly gentleman seated a few fans away from
me shook his head and hollered "Jesus Christ!"
Although Carlson and Christ have the same initials,
I didn’t see how the elderly fan could have possibly
mistaken one for the other.
I made a note of the man’s obvious failing eyesight.
Sitting alone in the stands also gave me a chance to
notice the hidden talents of Spartan fans.
The man seated in front of me should have been the
starting linebacker for either SJSU or Stanford. He battered my knees beyond recognition with his elbows as he
dug into every pocket to find cigarettes, change, whatever. I was lucky enough to walk out of Stanford Stadium without too much of a noticeable limp.
Also, Spartan fans attend games decked out in the
oddest costumes. A punk rocker with bleach-blonde
hair, pink pants and gaudy earrings sat two seats away
from me with her father who was dressed as a cowboy. Spartan rooters in every sense of the word.
If the action on the field was not to a fans’ liking.
they could sit back and watch the off-the-field antics.

For instance. Phillipe Rebboah not only missed an
extra point Saturday, but he also had one stolen. After
the Spartans second touchdown, Rebboah’s conversion
sailed into the stands where several youths absconded
with the hall. Several fans where I was sitting paid great
heed to the incident and missed the ensuing kickoff.
Just prior to halftime, the fans surprisingly expressed a few worries. How can we get out of this sun
and into some shade? When should we stand in line for
some food? These were the questions echoing through
the Spartan rooting section. There weren’t too many
questions about the action on the field. The Spartans
were winning easily, 17-0.
But that wasn’t the end of the entertainment in the
stands. With the Spartans leading 17-3 near the end of
the third quarter, a number of fans took delight in bombarding the Spartan cheerleaders with Carnation mall
tops. Their shots were surprisingly accurate.
And if that wasn’t enough, Spartan fans sought entertainment from the scoreboard operator who had a
heck of a time messing with the clock. First it read :00,
then 2:9a few seconds later. Soon after that, 10:40 was
switched to 13:40. Fans theorized that the idea of the
clock operator was to keep the time running until Stanford won. If that was the case, the Cardinal might still
be playing.
Speaking of time, one thing’s certain for Spartan
rooters and fans. They can set their calendars to the
SJSU-Stanford game. The Spartans beat the Cardinal
once a year.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
CalPIRG offers valuable
experience, student says

Serious students not hindered
by community college fees

Editor:
Last semester, students at SJSU voted in favor of
establishing a CalPIRG (California Public Interest Research Group) chapter on this campus.
By forming a chapter here, we will be joining seven
other CalPIRG chapters in universities across the slate.
With such unity, our student voice will be heard and
heeded. CalPIRG not only works on student issues, but
also on consumer and environmental issues that affect
all of us.
ClaPIRG offers us unique and valuable educational
opportunities. It is student directed and uses students
from all majors in its research and advocacy work.
Students can actually get out there and instigate effective legislation in state and local governments through
ClaPIRG.
CalPIRG works!
For example, students at UC Santa Cruz’s CalPIRG
chapter were instrumental in passing a Toxics Commuity Right to Know Ordinance last summer.
I urge every student to find out why CalPIRG works
and how you can get involved.
Dawn S. Cameron
Environmental Studies
senior

Editor:
I disagree with your editorial criticizing a possible
$100 a year fee at community colleges, which are suddenly experiencing grave financial difficulties.
Granted, it is against tne tradition of statewide free
education; but $100 is less than $2 per week.
As I see it, this should not hinder a serious student
who has adequate notice to save that amount.
It is a matter of priorities and many students would
not blink an eye at spending $2a week on entertainment
cigarettes, beer, or eating out.
Mary Ann James
Music
graduate student

Sign says ’MEP students only’:
It s discrimination by any name
Editor:
Congratulations are due to SJSU. It has solved the
problem of segregation and discrimination.
The university recently allowed a room in tne r.r.gineering building to be set aside for minority engineering

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

program students to study in. A sign at the entrance
reads: "MEP Students Only."
University officials claim this is not discrimination,
due to the fact that it does not read "Minority Students
Only."
If the same methods of labeling other public places
can be employed throughout the country, our problems
of segregation and discrimination will be eliminated.
We need not label certain restrooms and drinking
fountains "For Whites Only."We need only label
them"For WHT Only." This advancement can further
be applied to buses. The sign will read "BLKS In The
Rear." This sign would be unnecessary in school buses
because the children would be in "WHTE Schools" and
"BLK Schools."
Let us hope that this new and innovative method of
non-discrimination developed at SJSU can be employed
by the public.
The possibilities are limitless.
Randy Barr
Administration of Justice
senior

A few words of praise
for a column well done
Editor:
Commendations are certainly in order for Mike
Betz; anyone who refers to the members of the A.S.
board of directors as "clowns" is okay with me.
Jim Goulding
Theater Arts
senior

Letters
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All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature.
major, phone number and class standing. The phone
number is for verification purposes, and will not be
printed,
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the information center on the
first floor of the Student Union.
The Spartan Daily reaerves the right to edit letters
for length, grammar and libel.
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Craig Carter

Talking in
official circles
I recently got word that I have been named the
I fficial Columnist of the 1984 Olympic Games.
"It was close," said the Poobah of Official Olympic Paraphernalia and People, Morton Feeblefister
in an early morning phone call. "You barely edged
out Miss Manners."
The news suprised me. as I had figured myself
out of the competition after the interview. Feeblefister had taken myself and Manners out for soup and
interrogation at Bob’s Big Boy, where I slurped and
talked with my mouth full.
Miss Manners passed out and nearly drowned in
her chicken gumbo, she was se appalled, but I guess
I made a comeback when I bribed him. It was couth
he could understand.
"I’ll get back to you," Feeblefister said, and
stole a Saltine from the gasping Manners.
Money it seems, is all you need to be an offical
anything with the Olympic Games. I join a long line
of Official Olympic foods, cameras, and commerat ive buttons.
"Why me?" I asked Feeblefister.
"Well, it’s not so much you as it was that we ran
out of inanimate objects to name ’Official’," Feeble f ister said, "you were just the next best thing."
"I guess things are tough all over."
"They sure are," he said."These Games are expensive suckers, and we don’t get any government
help like they do in those countries where when a
plane takes off they yell ’pull’.
"So I hit on the idea of naming Official Olympic
People. You’re the first, but you’re not the only."
"Who else have you lined up?"
"Well, the only one for sure is Erma Blemish,
who is the Offical Olympic Bag Lady," Feeblefister
said. "But we’re trying to get Sly Stallone for the
Offical Olympic Actor and Jennifer Beals for the
Official Olympic Actress. Of course, she won’t do it
without a stand in.
"But at least their interested."
He started to cry.
"What’s wrong?" I asked, thinking they could
probably name "Flashdance" the Offical Movie and
light the Olympic Torch with it.
"I guess some people just don’t think it’s much of
an honor," he said. "People talk about saturation,
uh, I mean I think people are afraid that it’s too
much of a good thing . . . can I put you on hold? 1
have another call."
He came back on the line extremely excited.
"Hey. I just got it confirmed that Nancy Reagan
will be the Official Olympic Mannequin," he said.
"Oh yippee, this opens things right up.
"With somebody like her hopping on the bandwagon, the stars are bound to line up. We could get
James Watt to be the Official Olympic Embarrassment, or maybe Walter Mondale could be the Official
Olympic Corpse, and we could get Joan Rivers to be
the Official Olympic Insult, and "
" Hey, hey, slow down " I said. He was beginning to pant.
" Jack Nicholson could be the Official Olympic
Sneer, Liz Taylor could be the Official Olympic Wife,
E.T. could be the Official Olympic Alien, Xavier Hollander could be the Official Olympic, .
"Now hold on a minute," I shouted. "You’re.
going too far. What are the Olympics about? You’re
reducing the Olympics to a PR stunt."
"Hey, without these commercial exercises," he
said, "there won’t be any physical exercise.
"Look for Official Olympic pets in ’88."
And he hung upon me.
Craig Carter is the Daily’s feature editor. His
i.olumn appears every Monday and Thursday.
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SJSU soccer team blasts Pacific,
heads south for USIU tourney
Bischer’s right foot helps put Spartans back on the right track
idy John Ormsby
With a little help (ram
the talented right foot of
Tom Bischer. the SJSU
soccer team got back on
the winning track Tuesday
in Stockton. Vischer scored
two goals off of penalty
licks to lead the Spartans
over the University of the
Pacific in a Pacific Coast
Athletic Association Northern Division contest.
"We started out a little
slow, but we really got it
zoning in the second half."
Ft oach Julius Menendez

Pacific played a man short
for the remainder of the
match.
Rich Rollins, who continues to improve at his
new forward position, got
the Spartans even in the
35th minute. Matt Lord hit
a crossing pass to the front
of the goal and the big forward poked in the short
shot to make it I -I.

said. "The guys are pulling
together as a team."
Pacific started the
scoring in the first half
when forward Lee Geary
intercepted a pass and
pushed past the attacking
Spartan defense. His 20yarder gave the Tigers a I0 lead.
The Spartans got a
break when a Pacific defender was ejected for taking a swing at Glen Len hart after a collision in
front of the Tigers’ goal

"Rich is really coming
into his own." Menendez
said. "He’s only a freshman. and he has a lot of

* * * *FREE
A.S.

Legal Counseling
Divorce
Renter’s Rights
Wills
Contracts

Appointments Available
Tuesdays AM/PM
Call 277-2731
For More Info

Funded by Associated Students

potential."
SJSU poured it on in
the second half with three
goals to seal the match.
Vischer got his first goal on
a penalty kick from 30
yards. The senior caught
the Tigers’ keeper off
guard and bent a curving
shot around the Pacific
wall into the top right corner of the net.
"Tom does that all the
time in practice," Menendez said, "but he’s been reluctant to try those during
games. It’s a very difficult
shot, but he’s gaining the
confidence he needs to take
it more often."
Nick Rotteveel made it
:t-I with five minutes left to
play when Vince Bertolacci lofted a penalty kick
into the penalty box. Rolle’eel out -leaped a Tiger defender to put the header
home.
Vischer closed the
scoring two minutes later
with his second penalty
kick. The 20-yarder was almost a copy of his first
goal, as the Spartans’ captain again threaded a curving shot around the wall
into the right corner of the

net. It was Vischer’s second two-goal game this
season.
It was an important
win for the Spartans, who
moved closer to clinching
the Northern Division. A
win against Fresno State
Oct. 8 would put the Spar
tans in a playoff with the
champion of the southern
division champion. UNLV
and UC Santa Barbara
seem to have the inside
track to the southern division crown.
"We wouldn’t mind another shot at Santa Barbara." Menendez said.
The coach got strong
performances from Jaime
Diaz and Vince Bertolacci.
"Both of those guys
have been playing very
well all year. They deserve
a lot of credit," he said
Menendez is also encouraged with the play of several of his young players.
Lam
like
"Guys
Freie, Rich Rollins, Nick
Rashe
Pat
Rotteveel and
are starting to gain confidence," he said. "I’ve had
five or six freshmen on the
field at the same time, but
the guys are starting to get
used to each other.
"The young guys just
need time. I’m looking forward to having them for
four years."

ASUSC11,1

David Morgan
Spartan forward Danny Barraza, right, dribbles past a UCSB player
in Sunday’s match. SJSU will travel south to the USIU tourney.
Notes: The Spartans
travel south this weekend
to participate in the
Soccer Classic in Irvine.
UC Irvine, Brigham Young
and Loyola will also be on
hand .. . The Spartans re
turn home on Oct. 8 for an

I ’.

important match against
Fresno State, who upset
Stanford 2-0 last weekend.
The game is scheduled for
H p m ;it Spartan Stadium

. The Oct. 5 exhibition
match against the Golden
Bay Earthquakes has been
postponed. A later date will
he antuninverl
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It doesn’t take a lot ofpaperwork to
get into college.
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STUDENT LOAN
GUARANTEED
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CALIFORNIA
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Imperial’s Thmorrow Student Loan
is the best plan for today.
Now getting into college doesn’t have to be a
grind. Imperial Savings has done everything
to cut the paperwork and the questions down
to size. So you can spend your time preparing
for school. Not filling out endless forms.
When your loan is approved, we will offer
you a free Tomorrow CheckingsmAccount.
There’s no minimum balance and you earn
5IA% interest. Plus you get the
benefit of our network of ATM
Tomorrow Tellers and 124 branches
throughout California,
Call 1-800-CH IRK-NOW (1-800-243-566) )
If you want to examine the Tomorrow
Student Loarrmore closely, either give
us a call, or contact ’our financial
aid office. Our loan representatives
are on the line Monday through
Friday. Call now. And find out
how to apply for the loan that’s
easy to get today. And easy
to live with tomorrow.

O

The Write Word will
type, proofread, and
print your
Papers
Senior Projects
Reports

Resumes
Repetitive Letters
Theses
Close to campus. Fast,
friendly service with computer editing. And, we
store your work for easy
access and recall.
586 N. 1st St., Ste. 257
(408)286-4043

U S News & Word Report presents

News that
Sticks

forming an
in your mind. For planning ahead.
opinion. . . building a strong foundation for your personal and your professional life.
Read U.S.News to get bottom -line facts on politics
. . business . . . the economy. Late -breaking reports on trends that are shaping America’s job market
. . the way we live. . your future.
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out
and send in the coupon below

r

Only

Money -saving
I Student Coupon
I. IS, send me 23 weeks oh
;. N ev, & World Report for only
$7.97 I II save 50% off the regular
subscription rate and 77% oft the
cover price
Name
School Name
Address
City State

U.S.NOWS

Imperial Savings
It boy ilorporritt Hegira

ord
rite

WORLD RePORT

It

350
per week

Apt
Zip
Mail coupon to. U S News 8
World Report, Room 264, 2300
N St., NW., Washington. Dc
?0037

for the News Blimp. on KSJS, brought to you by
News & World Report
I= MID
Ini
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SJSU awaits second coming of a Willhite
By Pat Sangimino
SJSU fans will finally gel a chance to see freshman
tailback Kevin Willhite play at Spartan Stadium.
After his brother Gerald completed an outstanding
career at SJSU, many expected Kevin to follow in his
footsteps and become a Spartan. However, Kevin chose to
attend Oregon instead.
The name Willhite has stood for exciting football the
last few years. Gerald Willhite is the holder of most of the
Spartan rushing records and entered the National Collegiate Athletic Association record books for rushing for
over 1.000 yards and catching 50 passes for two straight
seasons.
SJSU fans will get a chance to see Kevin and the rest
of the Ducks take on the Spartans Saturday at 7 p.m. Thus
far in three games. Kevin has rushed the ball 17 times for
yards.
: "I talked with my brother about attending San Jose
sate. but I never really seriously considered it," Willhite
iaid. "San Jose is more of a passing school and Fm more
Ilia runner."
- Run is what Willhite did in high school. While al Cordova High near Sacramento, Willhite ran ior 4,901 yards

and scored 72 touchdowns in his prep career, lie was
named Parade Magazine’s outstanding back in America
in 1981 and was also named to several All -America teams.
"I didn’t mind people comparing me to Gerald." Willhite said. "He’s great at some things and I’m great at
others. I never even thought about breaking all of his
records because I feel that I have proven myself. We’re
two different people.’’
He had the choice to go to any college he wanted to. So
why did he pick Oregon?
"I really didn’t want to stay in California," Willhite
said. "I wanted to get away and I wanted to play in the
Pac-10."
After the highly recruited running back chose Oregon, he began workouts for the Ducks a year ago. During
practice, he suffered a torn hamstring so he decided to
redshirl.
"It was hard to learn how to cut and catch again when
I came back." Willhite said. "But taking a year off gave
me the opportunity to concentrate on the books and my
studies, so it gave me somewhat of an advantage."
Oregon has been the doormat of the Pac-10 the last
few years and when the 1983 season began, it did not look

Al F001311: .,GRIGHIS

the Spartan game plan.
"You never know what they’re going to do," he said
"They will always come out with a surprise and keep 111c
other team off balance. We’re going to have to adopt le
their game plan."

like things would change much. The Ducks dropped their
first two games losing to Pacific 21-15 and Ohio State
31-6. However, Oregon bounced back last week to upset
Houston 15-14
"We’re steadily coming up to meet the demands of
the Pac-10," Willhite said. "We’re a young team and I
think that in another two years we are definitely going to
be a contender."
One reason for the upset win last Saturday was the
sudden consistency at quarterback. In the two previous
losses, head coach Rich Brooks had used both Mike Jorgensen and Mike Owens at quarterback. However. Jorgensen played the entire game against the Cougars and
was impressive.

The Spartan defense is definitely playing well for
coach Jack Ehvay. In the first three games, the defensive
unit has recorded 20 quarterback sacks and is among the
nation’s leaders by limiting its opponents to 69 yards rushing per game.

It will take a strong offensive effort by the Ducks to
penetrate the Spartan defense, but Willhite said that Oregon is ready for the game and they will "come in fighting."
"It’s all up to this team," he said. "We have a lot 01
potential, but it still has to be put on the field a lot more
than it has been. We can he a good team."

"We looked really good overall," Willhite said. "We
played a good game but we still have to work on the little
things that we do wrong like blocking. I think we’ll be
ready for San Jose."
Watching Spartan games is nothing new to Willhite.
He used to watch Gerald play and is a little worried about

SPARTAGUIDE
--NUNT DOWN
I HE DUCKS

TUES. THRU SAT. 9:00 TO 6:00 P.M.

KEN’S BUBB BARBER SHOP
HAIRCUTS $5.50
FEATURING 50’s & 60’s ROCK & ROLL
3 1 8 SOUTH 10TH, SAN JOSE, CALIF. 279 9955
NEXT TO ROBERTS BOOK STORE

10% DISCOUNT
ON ALL
NEXUS
PRODUCTS

Health Services will conduct a blood pressure screening and education seminar from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today in
front of the Associated Students Business Office. For
more information contact Oscar Battle at 277-2222.

AS TOR NOWI,
T/EDLJ/TH,

poo aponaah

Psi Chi will hold a membership drive from 8:30 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. tomorrow at the wooden table at the corner of
Dudley Moorhead Hall and the Computer Center. For
more information contact Aaryn Zundell at 267-1077.

5
ifa.A4++ razz rare
OVER 52’RLACE ON
THE spARTAnes’

COACHING VICTORY
LIST IF SJS. BEATS
OREGON.
*

81

The Recreation and Leisure Studies Department will
hold a Grandslam Table Tennis Tournament from 4-6
p.m. October 25 at the Student Union Ballroom. For more
information contact Gordon Kobayashi at 724-3709 or 4624415.

r

A/L[8ACR DAVE
CA/SWELL HAS
SCORED EVERY
ONE OR srA re’s
AWNING r8 s.
TiNS SEASON.

Army ROTC will holds survival lab from (:30 p.m. to
5:30 p.m. today at the swimming pool of the Men’s Gym.
For more information contact Captain Mapstone at 2772983 or Suzanne Leafgren at 247-8899.

OREGON /5 THE TN/RD
CURRENT PAC -A) SCHOOL
TO NAVE PLAYED AT
SPARTAN STADIUM,

The SJSU Bicycling Club will hold a Basic Bicycle
Repair Seminar at 10 a.m. Saturday in the S.U. Amphitheater. For more information contact Fritz Knochenhauer at 947-0349.

WE’RE JOST SWIAITI/NG RIGHT

BLUES MUSIC & DANCIN’ ALL NIGHT
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blues music to dance by.

How to find
the freshest,
best-tasting
pizza in town.
ROUND
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Friday, September 30, 1983 8:00 p.m.
Dance Concert
Student Union Ballroom, San Jose State University
$3.50 students, $6.50 general. Advance Sales: A.S. Business Office
Bass Ticket Outlets/San Jose Box Office
For more information call
L 277-2807

Just follow the map, and you’ll find the treasure. It’s topped
with fresh vegetables, fine natural cheeses and good lean meats,
haked on a fresh -rolled crust one of the all-time great discoveries!
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Defensive end Terry McDonald and linebackers Dave
Albright and Mike Maurer have been the mainstays on
defense. McDonald is second on the team in tackles with
31 and has recorded five quarterback sacks himself, while
Albright leads the Spartans with 33 tackles and Maurer is
third with 27 stops and three sacks.

The junior signal caller threw for 204 yards including
to
the winning touchdown a 53 -yard scoring strike
wide receiver Lew Eames, who caught four passes for 124
yards.

The Akbayan Club of SJSI is ill hold its third general
’fleeting at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Guadalupe Room. For more information contact Frank at 91%8994 or Manslo at 272-9084.
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SJSU Rugby Club prepares
for the upcoming season
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By John Ormsby

as well as the South Bay Tournament and
the Santa Barbara Tournament.
We’ll probably have about 40 team
members," said McBeath. That includes
21 returnees form last years team. "We
have some excellent ruggers returning,"
said McBeath. Wing Frank Mills and
hooker Kevin McCarty spent part of the
summer in New Zealand on loan to the San
Jose Seahawks. They played against some
excellent teams and both are keen to go at
it this season."
McBeath will also count of front row
man Mark Diaz-Infante, 8 man Bob Mercado, fullback Neal Sheperd and break
away back Rod Chance. The coach would
also love to lure Diaz-lnfante’s brother
David, a starting gaurc! ftkr the Spat Ian
football team. "I heard he’s interested,
and I’d love to have him," said McBeath."
The coach also hopes to have 15-20
newcomerson the team. "We will hold a
kickoff meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in AV
207, and we’ll see what kind of turnout we

Rugby is one of the world’s oldest and

most popular team sports, and the SJSU
Rugby Club is looking for players of this
different kind of inter-collegiate sport.
"Its really a great game," said head
coach Ron McBeath. "We gel all kinds of
people, the game has something for everyone.
Rugby combines the intricate passing
skills of basketball with much of the footwork of soccer and some of the rough and
tumble action of football for 80 minutes of
wide open action. It offers high grade competition without the time demands of a
"major sport".
McBeath is heading into his 13th season as the Spartans’ head man. Under his
guidance the Spartans have been nationally ranked three times.
"We had some splendid teams," said
McBeath, "especially in 1977, when we
beat everyone around here."
McBeath had players like Carl Ekern,
now playing for the Los Angelos Rams of
the NFL, John Blake and ,with the B.0
Lions of the CFL, and Jimmy Walsh, who
played with the Seatle Seahawks.
"We had a couple of down years in 8081, but the program has been coming back
very strong lately," McBeath said. The
Spartans finished 7-6 last season and the
coach is optimistic about this years schedule. The Spartans will play in 16 matches

gel," he said.

McBeath is excited about this years
schedule. "We have some fine matches
lined up. "Our match at Stanford should
be a real battle," he said. "They have a
great team and it will certainly be a test
for us." In addition, the coach likes the
home and home series with Santa Clara.
"We’ve beat them a few times lately, and
I’m sure they’ll be out to get us," he said

Felicia Schuller, above, goes to block, while
injured Lisa Ice, right, watches with coach
Dick Montgomery from the sidelines.

photos byCraigFischer

Broncos fall to powerful Lady Spartans
By John Ormsby
The SJSU womens’
volleyball team, playing
without outside hitter Lisa
Ice, rolled to an easy victory over cross-tevon rival
Santa Clara Tuesday night
at Toso Pavillion.
The match was never
close, although the Broncos did have a chance to

win the second game when
they led 14-10. The Lady
Spartans pulled out the
game and slammed the
door in the finale, winning
the match by scores 01 15-4,
16-14, 14-12.
"It wasn’t as close as it
looked," coach Dick Montgomery said. "We played
some people in situations

FREE

back line, but they need the
work and this is the kind of
match where they can gain
experience,"
the
some
coach said.
Schulter had an excellent match, and continues
to look better with each

performance.

I fit READSPL EDER IS A CHIA! NEW READING
1\ ID THAT WILL HELP YOU READ FASTER, BECOME
MORE EFFICIENT AT WORK GET BETTER GRADES AT
SCHOOL, OR SIMPLY MAKE READING FOR PLEASURE
EVEN MORE FUN. THIS PRODUCT IS NOW BEING
TESTED AND WE WILL SEND YOU A FREE SAMPLE IF
YOU WILL HELP US EVALUATE IT BY USING IT FOR
ONE MONTH AND TELLING US WHAT YOU THINK. TO
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS OPPORTUNITY SEND
YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS. PLUS $1.00 FOR POST ,%GE AND HANDLING TO.

lire& tri,ri--time jobs in an egioyable environment-.
We Deed: Doormen, truspeople Ana co*.
If till-crest-ea, apply in person al the

hitting
percentage.
Schuller had seven kills
and led the team in block

assists with four.

NUSRAT SWEETS RESTAURANT

FARMER’S
INSURANCE
IS LOOKING FOR
COLLEGE
GRADUATES
No5 ont can launch a nee (Arty
*nue seeping vow [resent loo
f antlers Insurance Group ere own
yak to operate your own agency
and pay you lull eranuntsmons
yrnoe you learn Start you. %ores
soonat sales Gaffe, today

Best Indian Food For Less
Lamb, Beef, Chicken it Vegetable Curries

READSPEEDER

World awnou5 c5t ja41112.5 ThfirtuarB
3% Moffett 51va. intri.W10,

playing time. Linda Fournet continues to play well in place of
the injured Ice. The junior
led the Spartans with 1:1
kills. Mandy McMahon had
10 kills and posted a 368

"I just want to play,"
Schuller said. "I’ll keep
working as hard as I can
because I want to be in the
line-up."
Said
Montgomery,
"She has tremendous natural ability. All she lacks is
technique, and that’s coming along.
"Felicia is a great
’caper, she’s quick and
strong and a good hitter
She’s really earning her

we -ordinarily wouldn’t
have."
"Ordinarily we would
substitute for Maria Healy
and Felicia Schutter on the

146 George St
San Jose, CA

BOX 41 58
SANTA CLARA, CA 95054

2595 The Alameda
Santa Clara, CA

CONTACT:
K RUE KRUEGER

244-0794

293-8832

14081 249-8180

BUT HURRY, THIS IS A LIMITED OFFERI

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DENTAL VISION PLAN for students
Enroll now. Save your teeth and
eyes and also money Information.
AS office or phone 371 6811
GIVE THE GIFT only you can give to
sOmeone you love, a beautiful
color portrait by John Paulson Pho
togrephy 448 2388
SJSU SHOTO-KAN KARATE CLUB re
increes
grouping If interested
mg your knowledge & skill in the
with your own SJSU
Karate Club, come by PER 280. 3
to 4.30 pm on TiF cot cell 629
0021 lot info All levels are wel
art of be

come. beg thru edvenced We can
all achieve together in refinement
of ourselves

members Meeting Oct. 8th. 7 30
pm . SH 100 More info el Ski
Club table
SOMEBODY CARES ABOUT YOU
Evangel Chrrstien Fellowship
is

filled

at
Our

dynernec
young people who believe that
God is alive and doing exciting
things in the earth today Visit us

with

Sunday al 8 30 am 11 00 ern or
6.30 pm Rides available 1255
Pedro Sr

d

cl envelope lode. Mailer..
Ninth St.. San Jose. CA

577 $
95112

SJ near 280 end Race

15 min froth SJSUI 279 2133
THERE IS NO GOD or is there, The
Overcomer, believe there’, Come
sperience new life in Christ every
Wednesday night at 7 30, Costa
noon Room. Student Union 179

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Chostien Can
tee Sunday Lutheran 10 45 am.
Catholic

4 00 and 8 00 pm
Prayer group Tuesday at 5 00 Pm
Phrase call campus Ministry 298
0204 foe worship counseling pro
grams end study opportunities
Rev Natal% Shires, Fr Bob Hayes,
Sr Joan Panel% Rev Norh Fan
hatter

AUTOMOTIVE
GOOD LOW PRICED CAR 1973 Vega.
automatic Moving Sale Call 730

or
Female
wanted Male
pr time $3 35 per hr plus miles
ge Apply at 510 S 10th Sr 298

Drivers

1979 MOB SKY BLUE wrack bonnet
Low miles
excellent condition
Call Terry at 338 8076

HELP WANTED

4300

ACCURATE TYPING SERVICE Pro, all
work guerant.d Specializing in
research papers. resumes. APA

removed forever
only

Confidant..

247 7486

By

335 So

LIKE TO DANCE, W/M looking for le
male dancing partner for dancing
Reply OW. 929 Inver

ness Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94087
Eulipa Resteurent needs energetic bus
thru
person for lunches. Mon
Fn 394$ 1st Sr 2806161
HELP WANTED PART TIME Afternoon
and weekends Retell Paint and
Starting pay
Wallpaper Store
5500

ht

THE

PAINT

STORE.

HAS

PART TIME

JOB

Perfect for the student
in school Flexible hrs and days
Interviews M F 3 4 McDonalds.
1033 E Capitol hap
Contact Roger or Nick

LOOKING FOR A FEMALE roommate to
live with a cerebral palsy as a corn
panion Call Brian aft., 5 pm 298
2308
MERRY CHRISTMAS AUDREY & DEB
BIE, Hope 20 & 18 are greet years

for Kevin or Schorr. 15475 Los
Gatos Blvd 356 3095
START YOUR OWN BUSINESS New
company ...ling all sales records
Selling nor necessary to earn top
income New space age foods de
veloped by NASA require no ming
15 year shelf kfe No Pro
added and can be
Bakery
prepared in 5 minutes
products just add water and cook
Also. porn.r pastes and drinks
cranny

servotives

minion on becoming distributor
or buying at distributor prices call
Boon et 554 2966
time.per
STOCK CLERK ZRIVER.p1
Some heavy
manera S 50 hr
lifting, chive small pick up Work
&
hours 11 5 p
NOON Sat 298 4900 Mr Filial

9

yourPengton Love Ye RWS

BECAUSE OF YOUR FANTASTIC RE
SPONSE. I em repeating my offer
Sere
ing

it

all,

Stop shaving

wae.

tweezing or using chemical

deplitories Let me permanently re
move your unwanted hair Ichin-b,
kinttummy mousteche. etc I 15%

in typing term paws, thesis re
ports. etc Sunnyvale 738 8910

SI 25pege ldouble spaced) Cas
sette transcription servrces avail
Near Almaden Expwy
&
able

TODAY

GONE

TOMORROW.

1845 5

Bascom Ave

Ste

C.

Campbell. CA
DISC JOCKEY

ready to make your
party swing, And you won’t be
stuck with disco all rote long Just
call the prolessronels at Ross Hart
man Enterprises and tell them

to

light typing general sccounting
duties Comer, Kr% Miller .1 14001
277 3222

call

John

Paulson

Photography.

Flexible
POSITION
PT now end FT during le

CASHIERING
hours

moister break

Also ohones
customer connect Call Kathy Sr
Russell’s 798 1261

sional,

rate.

accu

(’ h e( k it ou

Resumes.
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
thesis. reports ptoduced on word
processor
APA

Close

All formats incluchng
Front
to campus

$2 00 double speced page Phone
923 3901

Ad Rates

Print Your Ad Here

Minunum three lines on one day

’Count approxanafely 301ettersandspaces for each brie)

Two
One
Days
Day
.1 Lines $3 10 $ 3.80
4 Lines $3 80 $4 50
Lines $4.50 $5.20
Ii Lines 55.20 $5.90
.ich Additional Line Add

Three
Days
$4.15
$4.85
$5.55
$6.25
5.70

Four
Day
$4.36
$5.06
$576
$6 46

Five
Days
$4.50
55.20
$ 5.90
$6.60

Each
Extra
Day
80
.95
$1.10
$1.25

F

nights

Scotty

14151964

1 BDRM APT FOR MATURE PERSON
10 blocks from school Carport
pool and leundry 5350 deposit
Cell 289 8169

Math Amite’, $40 00.3
hts or 075006hot 14081 295
end or privet. tutor
Group
80813
mg avertable
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HAULING and odd johs
SJSU senior w I 2 ton truck yen
help Eeporienced depandeble and
flexible Bruce 277 8837

1

/

1 1111111 11_1111111111_1

1
/

11

$ 40 00
10-14 Lines 155.00
15 Plus Ones $70.00

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

11111111111111111

1

1

1

11

& State

Cottle a Classification
Help Wanted

Phan,.

Address

Enclosed Is $

ELME’

MOVING

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 11111111111

Semester Rates UV Issues)

MATH ANXIOUS, For anyone suffer
ing from Moth Anstety THE MATH
INSTITUTE offers help in the form
of 3 end/or 6 hour intensive
courses Overcoming Math Ansi
sty fn. Adults. Basic Alpe.). Geo
Conquering CBEST s or
Wry,

1

1

Print Name

woes Call weekends daytime W
&

’1111111111111

/////1/1/11

Phone 277-3175

1 4 rail call days 745 0510 or
en 2682877

Ask

Sparta n Da ily Advertising

guaranteed

252 6663

MALE STRIPPERS for FAN1 AS. Tale
grams birthday and bacheloreite

5620

ROOMMATE WANTED, 2 blks from
SJSU tem prof 5225 00 me

Free

Blossom H1I1IL0,

one week before the due date Go
for the best, IBM selector Roles

styles
Cembrient.G area near Good Sam
Hospital Call Pet 356 2085

LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogra
pher t If there wet.. way you
could have fantastic time et your

448 2388

6452
CARPET CLEANER NEEDED FT PT
Hard
Must have own vehicle
work high pay Call 378 3382

page

storage Joys 264 1029

SERVICE
TYPING
RYAN’S
1 25/page This semester I am of
feting a 10% discount if you bring
your typing needs to me at least

type

Ross 248 1795

14 50.hr We run this ad all se
Apply 1040 6 4th or call

6350 00
%thong included
0425 00 deposit lease until
292
73183
993 8023 or

From 11 SO d s

Call Pam 247 2681 eve
& weekends Located in

Ross is en SJSU
graduate with eight years rod., en
penance end many references Call

lography hes been doing Just that
Perhaps we
for many couples
yen do the same for you, Please

end
me

nings

what you went

$7 00’hr
Handyman
JOBS
%killed) for apartments nee, cern
pus Also need 2 muscle men to
work 00 call at venous hours

Qum and comfortable 3rd floor studio
conviently close to S ..1 SU Of
straetparlong Water sewer gas

page

WORD PROCESSING. TERM PAPERS,
dtssertetions
reports.
theses.

0603

Phone 264

998 0407
BOOKKEEPING ASSISTANT POSITION
10 15
OPEN in Student Union
hr. week Flexible AM !schedule

Work, Pickup & Delivery,
Open 7 days. 9-9 Call ABLE SEC
RETARIAL SERVICE. 727 8383
love
247-8744
Idaysl
&

ports, resumes, thesis. etc I Call
998-5215 Ask for Audrey
’

MRS

Great Resumes,

smallest

TYPING LOCATED NEAR TULLY AND
MC LAUGHLIN IBM Selector II!
Correctable Anything typed Ire

Glen

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY
will ’,Me all reports, resumes,
theses etc &electric, accurate,
editing
satisfaction guaranteed
The best for less, From 51 00 per

Guar

Peggy

He spaced page call 842 5846

TYPING SERVICE Ex

University
formats
I 25 double space Pica page
Charts take longer so cost more
Tallest

wpm

Willow

TYPING

mg for our third year, Quality Sane

TYPING SERVICE
Selena.
Adler

FRIENDLY

Ilse.

rates

GIVE YOUR WORK that quality look it
deserves Typed as you like it by
14081 241
Memel! Enterprise

Guaranteed chuck

IBM Selector III

processing
267 5247

START THE YEAR OFF RIGHT, Return
Rates

Reasonable
vale
730 8969

739

TERM PAPERS, THESIS, repons. word

Wanted. A hook to

ice - Reasonable

Reasonable rates

0715

GILROY AREA TYPING term pews
end resumes from $1 2$ per dou

4504
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New Jersey

DEAN FORTUNATI

MARTIN THE SPARTAN

continued from page I
batt;eship New Jersey, including locations and details of nuclear warheads
for the Tomahawk missile," he said.
"I called the Navy
again and they didn’t show
up," Macoubrie said.
Included in the 3-foot
high stack of documents he
took home was a 7I2-page
book titled -Tomahawk
System --Cable
Weapon
Huns."

Steve Stanfield
Blueprints of missies on the New Jersey were found in the trash.
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Adjust valves
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3. Check compression
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b. Lubrication
7. Adjust brakes
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’i Battery fluid-add
Plus parts if needed
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nly $ 35

294-1562
Same Great Location for 15 years

All Work Guaranteed
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continued from page I
can see this by the way politicians raise fees and cut
financial aid," she said.
Ed Hanley, a member
of the University of California, Berkeley chapter of
CalPIRG, told the students
that voter registration was
a necessary step for Cal PIRG to take.
"We have to show we
are a force to be taken seriously. We have to register students," Hanley said.
Jeff Hindman, a Cal PIRG staff member, said
Wednesday
CalPIRG
would be registering voters

DR. ANDERSON

LIFE ON EARTH

on campus starting today.
He said voter registration
tables would be located by
the 10th Street garage.
Sweeney Hall and the Business Classrooms. He said
CalPIRG would also have
tables in the dormitories.
Although the meeting
attracted approximately 25
students, compared to the
60 or 70 at last semester’s
meeting, Hindman was not
surprised.
"We expected between
20 to 50 people. It’s difficult
to get people interested
without projects," Hindman said.
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WHERE: Outside Allen Hall
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SWEAR TO GOD
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"INGMAR BERGMAN’S
THANK-YOU NOTE TO THE WORLD*
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE:’
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BEICMAN
We carry the real thing Vera
Imported Parts, the O.E.M.
quality parts that are made where the cars are made. Soil you
want the right part to keep that car performing at its best, call us.
You’ll like our prices, too!

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
STARTS SEPT. 23
Does this guy bother you?

You
don’t have
to go this far to fix your import.
Your Beck/Arnlev Foreign Car
Parts Expert can save you the trip.
Foreign auto parts

Stop in and see our monthly specials

We
goofed
In Wednesday’s
Spartan Daily, the
table showing the
distribution of funds
alloted by the SpeAllocations
cial
incorCommittee
the
listed
rectly
Chinese Engineering
Students as requesting $490. The group
requested
act ully
$2400.
Also on page I.
the plane pictured is
a Cessna 172 not a
Cessa 185.
The woman pictured on page 3,
aly ve the poetry
story, is actually
Jeanne Elliott, professor of English at
SJSU and not Consuelo Killins.

Student Discount Card Available!
493 S. FIRST ST., S.J. 998-5060 9 OTHER LOCATIONS

Student Discounts

Graphics Assistants Needed

PIZZA JACK’S

The best Sicilian and Italian Pizza recipe in Northern California
Precious Cheeses & Precious Products Used Exclusively

Free Banquet Room Facilities
(Up to 50 people)

INPUT, a market research firm has openings available thru
Dec. 2. for full or part-time graphics assistants to do line
work, bar charts, tables and graphs for technical reports
Good typing skills required. Call Jan McDaniel, Personnel
14151960-3990
INPUT
1943 Landings Drive
Mt View. CA 94043

Yes, Once Again, It’s Time To

MEET THE EDITORS
OF THE SPARTAN DAILY

Professional Belly Dancers
& Arabic Musicians
kki f uncles &

lir

Maybe it’s his message

Greg Ball
will be speaking nightly on
how to live in the power of
Jesus Christ.
Thursday,
Sept. 29
at the
University Club 7 PM
(Across from Dining Commons)
Corner of 8th & San Salvador

Steak Sandwich Sicilian
Ravioli
Lasagna
Spaghetti
Rigatoni
Fettuccini
Veal Scallopini
Veal Parmigiana
Veal Cutlet Milanese
Veal Bell Peppers
Veal Mushrooms
le

I
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DA PLANT...

THEATRES

SARATOGA 6

*

CalPIRG leaders
strive for respect
as a serious force

KEVIN YEAGER

LEAF NOTES

Videoscope Movies

294-1644
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 10:31>Midnight
Fri -Sat 11-2 Sun 3-Mitin 42,111

WI, }ot, Drink
WITH THIS COUPON
ANY PIZZA 3 ITEMS
OR COMBINATION SPECIAL
TAX IN(

IMID

Small -6.00 Medlum-8.00 Large-10.00
PIZZA JACK’S
1466 So let Street San Jose 294-1644
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER PROMOTION

Thurs., Sept. 29, 12:30
Costanoan Room
In The
Student Union Building
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Conversations deadend
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A ’Who’ obsession
Stop the presses! I was all ready to lament in print the
finish of the new season of my favorite television show.
"Doctor Who." I thought channel 54 didn’t plan to air the
next season until February, but this morning I bought my
TV Guide, and there it was.
"Doctor Who" has been my passion now for three years.
And even though I know there are a lot of fans out there in
the Bay Area, most people either look at my posters with
blank stares or laugh uproariously.
Of course, if I lived in the U.K., it would be different.
People would only laugh at me because I was obsessed with
a show that’s only supposed to attract preadolescent boys.
But at least most people have heard of it there. The show
has been on the BBC since 1963. That makes it the longest
running science fiction show on in the world, and exactly one
year younger than me.
Actually, calling "Doctor Who" science fiction is like
calling the Beatles a rock group. Well, yes it is, but it is
much more.
Now, I realize I’ve written about seven paragraphs
without really saying what "Doctor Who" is all about. The
problem is, whenever I try to tell other people what the show
is, they stare at me with a glazed, incredulous look. Then
they begin to back away from me slowly. No sudden moves
that might upset my sanity, which is so obviously teetering
on the edge.
So I’m just going to say some words which should give
you some vague idea: Time Lord, time and space, relative
dimensions, screaming companions, robot dogs, Daleks, Cybermen. the Master.
That’s all. If I said any more, you would get the wrong
idea. The show has to be seen to be disbelieved.
Although "Doctor Who" was first seen in the U.S. in the
mid-70s, when the Beeb I the affectionate name for the BBC)
exported some shows. I didn’t see the show until the second
wave in 1980.
At this time, a package of shows was offered to television stations featuring Tom Baker as the fourth actor to
play the Doctor. Channel 54 in San Jose purchased the package and began broadcasting.
By playing the programs Monday through Friday, a
basic four-part story would be finished in less than a week.
The package included 41 stories. Channel 54 got through
them all in about 8 months.
When they finished, they started over again. I’ve seen
the Tom Baker shows about four or five times each, in addition to seeing my favorites on my VCR many more times.
s addicted to a
But I was faced with a problem. I
show, but I was more than two years behind on new episodes. In 1981, a new Doctor began work in the U.K.: Peter
Davison. But in 1981,1 was still watching Tom Baker.
In 1982, Davison’s second season was being broadcast,
and I was beginning to get tired of certain episodes (especially "The Image of the Fendahl" and "The Stones of
Blood").
I started to look for other ways to appease my habit. I
discovered that two bookstores in the Bay Area import both
’Doctor Who" novels and a magazine called the "Doctor

cover
Dr. Anderson immortalizes the man whom
some already consider immortal, Elvis Costello in an original pen a nd ink drawing.
-

Who Monthly." I began to wave good-bye to all my petty
cash: the products cost at least twice as much as they do on
the other side of the Atlantic. But if you need it, you need it.
Unfortunately, the magazine was talking about all of the
shows !still hadn’t seen, and I was going crazy.
Last Memorial Day, I attended the "Doctor Who" science fiction convention in Palo Alto. They previewed two
new shows, which at least helped me get through the summer.
Then, on a fine August Saturday night at 11:15, Channel
54 began broadcasting new Whoa. The station put all four
episodes ( in one case, only a two parter) back to back, so the
whole thing was usually over by 1 a.m.
Last Saturday night was the last show of the Davison’s
first season. This Saturday night, Davison’s second season
begins.
But by the second week of November it will all be over.
In January, the third season will start in the U.K., but I’ll
start seeing the two seasons of Davison again. Who knows
how many times I’ll have to watch these 14 stories until the
new batch straggles over the ocean.
Well, I do have one thing to look forward to: On November 23, channel 54 will broadcast "The Five Faces of Doctor
Who," a special 20th birthday celebration of the show. It will
be broadcast more or less simultaneously in the U.K. and
the U.S.
But I’m tired of always waiting! I dream of flying to
London, turning on the telly in my hotel room Tuesday or
Wednesday night, and watching an episode with the rest of
the civilized world.
So I’m taking up a collection for plane and hotel fare.
Bring your donations to the Journalism Building. I’ll even
accept Visa and Mastercharge.
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By Dave Reznicek
Eric Rohmer should fol- nods of the head. No revelow his heart, not his head. lations, but good, decent enThen maybe his latest offer- tertainment.
"Pauline At the Beach,"
ing, "Pauline At the Beach,"
would be a little more pas- the third installment in
sionate and a little less cere- Rohmer’s "Comedies and
Proverbs" aeries, is enterbral.
What is it about the taining.
It’s the story of a 15French’s obsession with the
meaning of love that seems year-old’s quest for love and
summer
romance. Or, as
and
ultiso utterly hopelesS
mately absurd? French di- Marion, Pauline’s divorced
rectors make movies burst- and worldly aunt puts it,
ing with pseudo-intelluctual "It’s time for Pauline’s
dialogue attempting to bring cherry to be popped."
The setting is Norlong-obscured
out some
mandy, where the bourgeoitruth about amour.
And instead they dis- sie go to preen and prance.
laughs, Pauline is away from her
cover
a
few
chuckles, and appreciative parents and in the hands of

Marion, a Paris fashion designer by trade, and a firm
believer in the notion of loveat-f irst-sight.
Marion
desperately
wants her little cousin to find
true love. Consuming, burning love. "The kind that goes
up in flames," she pants.
In the meantime, Marion goes looking for a little
amour of her own. And we
get a story.
Sort of.
Rohmer, responsible for
1980’s "La Femme de l’aviatuer" and 1981’s "Le Beau
Characters from
Manage," presents a candycoated plot and message this
We get comedy, but we
time around.
also must swallow unwieldy
dialogue in huge choking
gulps. We receive solid
laughs, but we must endure
subtitled and epic conjectures on love and all its
many splendored trappings.
The movie opens with
the quotation: He who talks
too much digs his own grave.
Rohmer obviously wanted to
make the point that his characters spent too much time
talking, but ultimately, the
movie did the same.
Marion takes a walk on
the beach and runs into her
old flame, a wind-surfing
stud named Pierre. Pierre
has always loved Marion,
and begs for another chance.
He is handsome, intelligent,
a graduate student. He also
worships the ground Marion

Henri imakens Pauline in a scene front "Pauline Al The Beach."
The
Coneheads
are
back! NBC will present an
animated special Oct. 14.
featuring the loveable aliens
first seen on "Saturday
Night Live." Dan Aykroyd,
Jane Curtin and Laraine
Newman, the original Coneheads, will provide the
voices.

Why Buy When You
Can TEST -A-TUNE?

Rent The
Latest Albums

French farce talks about love

Editor

Carrie Hagen

Any times a wild time when you add the
great taste of Two Fingers.. and this
wild Two Fingers T-shirt! To get
yours, send your name, address,
style preference and size (men’s
style S,M,L or women’s French
cut S,M,L) along with $7.50, to
Two Fingers T-shirt Offer,
266 North Rocky River Dr.
Berea, Ohio 44017.
Please allow 6 weeks
for delivery.

reel to reel

Entertainer

Carrie Hagen
Entertainer Editor
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And the wall came
down. Remember that delightful little dity,"Mexican
Radio?"
Well, the ’Wall
of
Vodoo," the band that made
that song a legend, has lost
it’s lead singer and main
songwriter Stan Ridgway
and keyboardist Bill Noland.
Ridgway plans to forge
ahead with a solo effort.
Good luck dude.
There’s something new
for soap fans. It’s called
Dial-A-Soap, a one-minute
soap opera that takes place
entirely on the telephone.
It’s been a big hit in New
York since July and producers plan to open phone lines
in Chicago. Detroit and Philadelphia in October. Listeners call the number and
"eavesdrop" on the telephone conversations of a
cast of characters whose
lives feature suicide, adultery and mob violence. So
far, the telephone soap opera
has received 500,000 calls.
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"Pauline": Pauline, Pierre, and Marion
walks on, prompting her to
call him "a puppy dog."
Suddenly, up the beach
saunters Henri. Balding,
fortyish, an obvious womanizer, Henry doesn’t believe in private property or
commitments.
Naturally, Marion falls
for Henry in a big way,
which upsets both Pierre
and Pauline greatly.
Pauline thinks Marion
and Pierre would make a
great couple. They are both
blonde, athletic, and nauseatingly philosophical, a marriage made in Stanford Grad
School.
Pierre continues to persue Marion, but she is frank:
"You have had your chance,
and you didn’t set me on
fire." So she stag’s with
Henri knowing full -well what

he is leading her into.
Eventually,
levelheaded Pauline does get involved with young Sylvain,
but their romance is used
mostly as a catalyst for her
aunt’s own sexual tete-atete’s. It turns out that "Pauline At the Beach," is about
Marion, but it is Pauline who
comes out enlightened and
adjusted in the end.
So what is the moral?
That the young understand
far more than their elders
give them credit for, especially in matters of the
heart? That people talk a big
game, then wimp out when
the chips are down?
I think it’s a combination of the two.The French
talk too much to youngsters,
then wimp out on affairs of
the heart
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music
Elvis Costello:
The old -waver
shows new anger
By Dave Reznicek
It’s almost impossible for a rock poet to stay angry for a
whole career. Bob Dylan turned Christian, John Lennon
married and became aimless, Pete Townshend went
through addictions and decided on fashion, and now Elvis
Costello, THE angry young man has turned into a commercial hitmaker.
Surprisingly, Costello’s turn towards tune and melody
has made him a much stronger live performer. The voice,
the intensity.., the attitude. They all came through fullthrottle at Costello’s recent Berkeley appearance.
Costello’s charm and wit, so evident on vinyl, and frequently absent from live shows, was on display. Replacing
his old anger was a new found charm and confidence.
He was neither cool nor condescending, smiling from
the start, and loosening up enough to dance a little jig at the
end. His latest album Punch the Clock is a warm and rich
commentary, rife with Costello’s usual little ironies and
charms. These songs sounded very full, augmented by a
four piece horn section, and two wrinkled and authentic
gospel singers.
"Everyday I Write the Book," one of his seven encore
tunes, was beautiful and precise.
"T.K.O. ( Boxing Day)" combined the fat Stax soul
sound and Elvis’ gruff, nasal vocals to recreate the Philly
sound. A difficult endeavor for an Englishman, indeed. The
song became an instant concert classic.
Elvis played only one song off his classic Armed
Forces: "Watching the Detectives," neither a rocker nor
ballad, but more of salty whodunit set to modern music.
Watch as Elvis becomes Mr. Storyteller, crouching and grimacing, gently wiping the lenses of his pink plastic -rimmed
glasses.
Elvis’ band, the merry bunch of Attractions, lent their
usual expertise and charm. Steve Nieve on keyboards,
Bruce Thomas on bass, and Peter Thomas on drums rarely
saw the spotlight or center stage. The Attractions understand the legend status of their boss, which is commendable.
The biggest treats of the evening were Costello’s renditions of The English Beat’s "Stand Down Margaret," and a
spirited but abbreviated version of "Friday On My Mind."
Other standouts included "The Angels Wanna Wear My
Red Shoes," and "Alison," from his first masterpiece, 1977’s
My Aim Is True.
The night’s climax came during "Pump It Up," Elvoid’s
last song, and the most powerful in a show full of power and

The Ladies of

DELTA
ZETA
Proudly Present it’s Fall 1983

J.J. Cale presents
a breath of purity
in an impure age

photo by Chris Peterson
Elvis Costello performs at The Greek.
anger.
The anger was there, if only for a brief flash.
But the dancing new-wavers in front of the stage were
painfully middle-class and middle-of-the-road, and probably
more concerned with appearances than in Mr. Costello’s
sudden anger.
Thankfully, Elvis’ acute network of perception wasn’t
working, and the fan’s trendy indifference didn’t faze him.
The Evolution of Elvis Costello seems complete: The
entertainer has caught up with the poet, and the vocals
grant justice to the lyrics. The anger? It’s still there, but you
can only expect a glimpse here, a peek there. I suppose one
should be thankful for even that.

,44400
-

[Bakmas
Flowers
4’4

We deliver
flowers FTD

Iota Pledge Class
Kathy Burbank
Julie Mott
Karen Calhoun
Shelly Owens
Donna Camara Stephanie Rickard
Susie Cesar
Molly Robinson
Kim Crooks
Mary Schnabel
Cheryl Fujii
Heidi Schofield
Mary Hernan
Teri Shiozaki
Kirsten Kroll
LuAnn Tetzlaff
Sue Wilcox
AnnaMaury
LaDou
Antje Welzien
Kristin Laymon
On Presents, Sunday, Oct. 2, 1983
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438 E. Santa Clara
292-0462

Happy Hour 4-7
Hors D’oeuvres
Lunch Mon -Fri
11:30-2:00

WEEKLY ENTERTAINMENT CALENDAR
Every Wed: Danny Hull & Spang-a-Lang
Every Thurs: Four/Four
Fri: Magnolia Jazz Band
Sat: David Ladd & Video Jazz
3190 The Alameda
984-0475

By Mike McGuire
The Keystone crowd was impatient by the time a small,
wiry guy with a grizzled visage wandered onto the stage. He
was wearing a black t-shirt and faded jeans and began fiddling with a guitar. Nobody in the audience noticed him
while they continued to drink.
Soon the guy was joined by a slender lady with leather
pants and a black, flat brimmed hat. While the two tuned-up
their guitars and fiddled with various electronic gadgets,
the crowd slowly began to focus their attention on the couple.
including the announcer who
Before anyone noticed
was caught napping J.J. Cale and his partner Chris Lakeland had already struck the opening chords to "Livin’ In an
Artificial Paradise," a cult favorite which protests society’s
overpowering concern with things materialistic.
From beginning to end, the show was a reaffirmation of
what the crowd already knew Cale is probably the most
underrated performer around.
Cale also happens to be one of the absolute masters of
blues -rock guitar.
Eric Clapton and Albert King may be flashier. but Cale
has real soul.
Cale’s eclectic style of playing lead guitar is sparse
compared to such bombastic guitarists as Eddie Van Haien
but he conveys more in two or three runs up and down the
neck of a guitar than Van Haien can in a 30-minute barrage.
Cale doesn’t use a pick, he uses his forefinger to pick a
lead line while using the rest of his fingers to perform subtle
strummings that give his solos a tasty layered effect.
Chris Lakeland, who has been playing with Cale for six
years, took center stage twice, and proceeded to captivate
the audience with two of the prettiest songs I’ve ever heard.
"Walk Out in the Rain" was a soulful ballad about telling your lover to take a hike. Her voice conveyed a feeling of
independence and vulnerability.
"I Only Went to Dance" quickened the pace a tad and
allowed Lakeland to display her guitar skills which are on a
par with Cale’s. Like Cale, her lead runs aren’t heavily
embellished or particularly flashy. Rather, they use simplistic chordings which utilize the notes as efficently as possible.
Following Lakeland’s lightly-melodic break. Cale announced he was going to do a couple of songs he wrote that
were "made famous by Eric Clapton." At this point, the
crowd went bankers as Cale meandered into his first commercial hit, "After Midnight," which was covered by Clapton in the mid-70s.
Without missing a beat, Cale ripped into the four chord
intro to "Cocaine," and sustained the subtle intensity of the
song for a full six minutes. There was nothing to interfere
with the gritty sound of real blues.
"Unemployment" wap the final song of the evening and
all I can say is that it was probably one of the most riveting
songs I’ve heard live.
His guitar picking was sublime and his singing gave the
tune a haunting air of despair.
More than likely, this song is directed at record companies who have completely missed the boat with Cale and his
music.
I’ll do anything, anything at all,
’cept steal and rob
In the same way he came on, he left saying a quiet
to
the
crowd
as he and Lakeland walked off the
you"
"thank
stage.
Hoping to get the scoop of the year. I quickly ran around
to the back of the Keystone to wait for Cale to exit.
I waited for over an hour. Finally, Lakeland came out.
Her eyes mirrored an exhaustion that only a louring musician could understand. We talked about nothing for awhile
before she walked over to a mid-sized recreational vehicle.
Then, Cale emerged from the club.
"Great show Mr. Cale," I said.
"Thanks," he drawled.
"Got a minute to talk?" tasked.
"Yeah, let me get this loaded," he said.
He added with a wry smile, "My roadie didn’t show."
Then I realized he had no roadie, it was just he and
Lakeland tooling around in the R.V.
I heard one of the Keystone stage hands giving Cale
directions to Modesto.
I looked at Cale and the exhaustion in his eyes.
He noticed me and shook his head. I understood.
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’Duck’s Breath’ spreads laughter in San Jose

By Eric Hermstad
An evening with the corned) troupe Duck’s Breath Mystery Theatre exposes you to a wide variety of personalities
ranging from Mr. Science, ( "He knows more than you
do!" ), to Ian Shoales’ witty commentaries on life.
The four member team played last Friday at Camera
One for two wild roller coaster shows. A fifth member of the
group, Jim Turner, was touring with the Adrian Belew
Band, but the remaining members held pp effortlessly without him.
Member Merle Kessler, like the rest of the group, hails
from Iowa. He described the group’s style as an "Americanized Monty Python."
The show was split into two parts. The first half was
"Mr. Nifty’s Vaudeville Cavalcade," consisting of individual skits, and the second half, "Duck Du Jour," was a collection of short sketches featuring all of the members.
The evening began with a character named Mr. Nifty
(Bill Allard) who introduces various "friends" who per-

syndicated Homemade Radio Series beard on KQED.
KCSM. and KKUP in the Bay Area).
Mr. Science, played by Coffey, answers incredible questions from the audience, in a short episode format. In the
past, on the radio series, he has discussed such topics as how
to distinguish boy slugs from girl slugs.
His wildest exclamation of the evening was "I.Q. and
pleasant smelling urine are related." It brought the house
down.
An audience sing-along to "Old McDonald" was well
done, but I was thankfull it was only the "had a pig" verse. I
couldn’t take much more off-key voices singing "with an
oink oink here...."
The encore, "Transvestite Farmers Association," was
worth wailing for, with two "ugly but harmless" representatives from the "drag aggie" movement from a city called
Argo Fay, in Iowa. Martell and Kessler do well as the farmers, and even belt out a song with Kessler handling the
guitar duties and Martell accompaning by slapping a bright
red purse.
Duck’s Breath Mystery Theatre next appears in the Bay
Area on October 15 and 16 at the Great American Music Hall
with their new show "Las Vegas: Confidential."

photo by David Chelemer
Limn. (Leon Martell) explains some of his
paranoid feelings.

41

I arm. All of those introduced seem to owe him money.
He introduces a singer ( Merle Kessler) who "understands folks, understands singing, so he’s a good
folksinger.
The folksinger sings two humorous songs, the best of
which, "The Ballad of Ronald McDonald," had me laughing
into the next skit.
Good thing, too. "The Grovey Tripper," a "dancepoem"
brother Bob (Dan Coffey), was difficult to sit
bYiroMurgk.Nifty’s
Il
This was the way the evening went, the good skits making up for the poor skits.
The highlight of the night, as far as I was concerned,
was Ian Shoales (Kessler), the outspoken, opinionated commentator on everything ranging from comparing prostitutes
and football players ("both wear out their bodies"), to
something that sounded like "what is a tegrin shake anyway?" ( Shoales is a very fast talker).
Another outstanding performance was turned in by
Leon Martell as Lonni, a relative of Mr. Nifty’s who has had
a lobotomy. The paranoid Lonni, during his rambling monologue that was supposed to be on butterflies, compares the
new AT&T symbol to the Death Star from "Star Wars."
The three-quarters full theater seemed to enjoy the Mr
Science skit best, probably due to it’s popularity on the

’Rohmer’s brilliant erotic comedy:

"DELIGHTFUL.

1

David Deabv
New York

Members of the "Transvestite Farmers Association," Leon Martell and Merle Kessler.

America’s But DrusaiSansiwich
Make it Blimpies for all occasions!

The

BLIMPIE FEATURE,
13 kinds of N V style sub-sand, ’hes
hearty chef salads, fresh -fruit salads
hot -spicy chili, quiche
& a full line of pastries
ALS
A large variety of imported beers
A complete line of espresso coffee
& Italian soda

Classroom,

LIVE MUSIC
Thurs.

A film or summer sunlight
bare skin and escalating
amorous misunderstandings - wit and irony
abound An erotic round
that can only lead to
those wonderful Fhohmer
insights into the mind and
heort"

llmp4

photo by David Chelemer
Duck’s Brea th
performs in one of the many
skits of the evening.
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6.:AZZ with the
Guy Dickenson Quartet
and Friends
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with Joe Verri’s One World
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starting at 9:00
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coupon
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WITH
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?"14
at the beach
1 101
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FREE!

-David Anton NEWSWEEK
EwEUtwsf
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ENGAGEMENT!
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COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/83
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in throughout the handbook
in
with instant insight
other words, a couch potato
could get fried and easily understand the simple satire.
But it’s fun.
( Boad almost gets laid,
but a commercial break arrives at the wrong time.)
Here’s a slice of couch
potato humor from the bible’s "The Ten Commandments of Couch Potato Etiquette":
I. THOU SHALT NOT
have any entertainment before TV.
II. THOU SHALT NOT
talk when the set is on, nor
shalt thou make distracting
noises.
X. THOU SHALT sit
without moving, listen without ceasing and let not thine
eyes wander from the flickering tube.
No doubt some people
follow these commandments
more closely than they adhere to the commandments
from a bible published somewhat earlier, which of
course makes the humor
work. Maybe it’s not so
fluffy after all. With the
Commandments we leave
the realm of simple coffee
table humor and enter into
Social Commentary.
This is an awfully long
commercial break.
( Bond gets his gal. 007
never wastes beauty. What a
guy. And isn’t Sean Connery
a much better Bond than

Roger Moore?).
There is advice (or mixing sex and TV. It’s "not recommended" by the handbook. "Give one up," the
Guide says, "sex is overrated anyway."
) Oops. Instead of writing at the break, I went
downstairs to get some coffee and ran into some roommates who offered me food

and talk. I lose thirty min.,
utes of Thunderball and my
seat on the couch. But it’s all
right because I’ve seen
"Thunderball" before).
If the aforementioned
humor has you rolling, or if
you have a friend who’d
probably enjoy the book if he
or she can pry his or her eyes
from the tube long enough,
delight in knowing there’s

lots more of it in 90 odd, funfilled pages.
Even better, the book is
divided into little sections
suitable for reading during
commercial breaks. The editors actually recommend
this, figuring that such a
treatment will make their
book last a week or two.
( Uh oh. it’s getting past
II pm, and I sense a climax.

By Warren Bates
The cast and crew of SJSU’s presentation of Joseph
Heller’s war satire "Catch-22" are on a mission of their own.
"I want people to walk into the theater and say ’this is
crazy’." Paul Vierra, technical director of the play said
before a dress rehearsal last week.
He was referring to the play’s set or more specifically, the play’s swing set.
Vierra and director Patty Gassman were searching for
a symbol to bring across their idea that war is a game and
Vierra hit upon the swing set idea. He answered a want ad,
picked up the set and hauled it down to SJSU’s studio theatre

The commercial breaks are
getting more frequent. I’m
running out of time).
Best of all, the couch potato can read and watch TV
at the same time, thereby
not tacking valuable time
away from "Green Acres"
reruns.
If you read only one book
all year. I hope it’s not this
one.
4,

’Lucy’: there’s more to life
than just lust and money
By Sam White
Except for a few revisions, it reads like a script
from television’s "Dynasty"
saga: money, power, expensive cars, more money,
more power, sprawling mansions and rampant sexual
encounters among the cast
without the
members
slightest thought given to restriction or commitment.
All this provides the
foundation for Lawrence
Sanders’ "The Case of Lucy
Bending," a riveting tale of
lust, greed and, quite simply, life in general.
Sanders, author of such
bestsellers as "The First
Deadly Sin," "The Third
Deadly Sin," and "The

Tenth Commandment," is
perhaps today’s most accomplished suspense novelist. His latest offering justifies such praise.
"The Case of Lucy Bending" focuses on the attempt
by two parents to cure their
eight-year-old
daughter
Lucy, who is apparently
over-sexed. Yes, over-sexed.
When little Lucy was
four years old, she witnessed
a sexual encounter between
her mother and a neighbor.
From that point on. whenever male friends of her parents visit, Lucy’s hands
begin to "wander," the end
result being red-faced guests
and humiliated parents. But

a jubilant Lucy.
The Bendings reside in a
beachfront home on the
coast of southern Florida.
Their lives, as well as their
neighbors, are examined
and presented to the reader.
Joys and personal tribulations of all are revealed.
The Bendings decide
that it is time to seek help for
their daughter. Enter a child
psychologist. For $100 an
hour. the psychologist counsels the family, in hopes of
identifying the causes of
MeanLucy’s behavior.
while, life gees on in the
beachfront community.
to
Sanders
chooses
weave an intricate tale at

,e5e7ere_,

NUSRAT SWEETS RESTAURANT
Best Indian Food For Less
Beef, Lamb, Chicken & Vegetable Curries

C

curtain call

SJSU Theater performs ’Catch -22’

This book only has eye s for you
By Craig Carter
I’m going to give this
book the attention it deserves.
I’ll review The Official
Couch Potato Handbook: A
Guide to Prolonged Television Viewing" during the
commercial breaks in tonight’s (Sunday the 25th)
screening of "Thunderball."
( Here come the titles. . . )
The handbook claims it
"takes over where your TV
Guide leaves off." This parody of all that is healthy
promises to prime the l think -all -the-time-is -prime-time viewer for a new and
improved television experience.
For $4.95, you too can
own this thin, TV Guidesized Couch Potato bible that
will tell you how to "pick up
a couch potato," how to
make coffee crystal sandwiches, and identify the
couch potato subgroups
Uncommon taters, Spud ’n’
viewers,
Re-hash
Guts
Browns, et. al.
(A beautiful thug saves
Bond’s ass, burns the bad
guy, sends her bike for a
swim, and we aet a detergent commercial).
potatoes
are
Couch
couch potatoes, it seems,
more out of an aversion to
thinking than any love of
television.
Passivity is a way of life
for couch potatoes, and it’s
an unconsciousness reveled
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Thursday. September 29, 1983

Five Course Lunch
11 AM 2 PM

$4.25

Seven Course Dinner
5 PM 10 PM
Lunch 7 Days A Week
Dinner 6 Days A Week
Closed Monday Evenings

$5.25

For More Information Call:

(408)244-0794
2595 The Alameda, Santa Clara, CA 95050

this point: Ronald, father of
Lucy, beds down with Lucy’s
best
frined’s
mother.
Wayne. Lucy’s brother, is
sexually attracted to a
neighbor boy, who is sleeping with the wife of yet another neighbor.
Pool parties abound, as
do sex and drugs among this
elite group of socialites.
The story more or less
continues in this manner
with an underlying message
that no amount of material
gain can eliminate emotional stress. The residents
are all wealthy, but each suffers from some type of emotional malady, whether it be
loneliness or just plain boredom.
Although Lucy’s behavior improves, her father’s
extramarital affairs only
serve to keep the family at
odds. Feeling misunderstood
and unloved, Wayne Bending runs away.
Seeking refuge from the
pressures of a cheating husband and a nymphet daughter, Lucy’s mother becomes
totally immersed in religion.
The nightly parties and
orgies continue, along with
the gradual realization by
the residents that total contentment is not their’s. Not
one of them is really happy
with the course their lives
have taken. Misery is
.masked by wealth.
A rather interesting turn
of events provides a startling conclusion.
"The Case of Lucy Bending" provides good reading
and also causes one to give
thought to life’s happinesses
and misfortunes. Things that
we sometimes think ought to
make us happy, might not at
all.
Through his characters,
Sanders paints a realistic
portrait of life, stressing the
necessity for inner happiness.
..
.
.. . .. ...

photo by David Morgan
Jeff Lettiere and Darryl Vinyard perform in
"Catch -22" opening Sept. 29.

where it will serve as a vehicle for the central theme of
"Catch-22."
"In war you see the world maps where planes and tanks
get shuffled around they’re just toys." Vierra said. "People who have to die for their country are only additions to the
toys."
"This play is about insanity. War is insanity. The things
we live and die for are insane. A lot of people in the higher
echelons of politics and the military think of military equipment as numbers and a game, which it isn’t."
The play, which stars SJSU’s Jeff Letteire as the crazed
Yossarian trying to get out of the war, opens tonight at 8
p.m. and plays through Saturday.
It is being presented in an "in the round," or ensemble
format. That is, the stage will be surrounded by the audience. Along with Letteire, eight actors will portray 19 different characters and since there is no curtain falling for scene
changing, they will be forced to make costume changes in
the audience.
Gassman, a graduate student and director of last semester’s "Equus" and "Interview," another ensemble production. says that ensemble theatre is more "entertaining
and captivating to the audience since they are part of the
show.
"They are also being exposed to a different and innovative form of theatre." she said.
"Catch-22" is Gassman’s thesis project. After she receives her degree, she hopes to direct local professional
productions and teach at the university level.
The play is also Vierra’s first venture into technical
production after previously working on SJSU productions as
a set designer.
Vierra was selected last summer by the United States
Institute of Theater Technology to serve as one of three U.S.
representatives at the Prague Quadrennial in Czechoslovakia. The Prague show, held every four years, is devoted to
worldwide displays qf theatre design and scenography.
Vierra found the most "exciting displays" were those in the
ensemble form.
He said "Catch -22"s set concept will make the audience
more aware of one another and make them realize the play’s
message more acutely.
"Tragedy has to be made personal. Most of us look at
the shooting down of 269 people on KAL from a detatched
view. . . that wasn’t a tragedy, it was a catastrophe. But we
can’t feel it the way someone who was close to someone on
the plane would," he said.

photo by David Morgan
Elizabeth Gars rehearses with Jeff Lettiere
at the SJSU Studio neater.

Dancin’ Rock ’n Roll
)/30- Mitch Woods &

The Rocket 88’s
10/1 - Mark Ford Band

Danny Hull Quintet -Tuesdays

10/7Whiskey Hill
10/8 Moondance

Joe Shanno-Wednesdays

10/14 Broadway Blues
10/15 Chuck Wagon
& The Wheels

The Cool Jerks -Thursdays

Thursday. September 29, 1983
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the Yina Word
MUSIC
Hey Porgy and Bess!
American standards of the
’40s and ’50s will be given a
new treatment when Linda
Ronstadt joins Nelson Riddle for an afternoon of music
at the Concord Pavillion on
Sunday. Ronstadt and Riddle’s recent album "What’s
New" will be featured, the
LP spotlighting such notable
composers as George and
Ira Gershwin, Sammy Cahn
and Jules Stein, and Irving
Berlin. This musical marriage will take place live in
only three other venues in
America. Opening the show
at 3 will be comedian Bob
Dubac. Reserved tickets are
$15.50 and lawn seating is
$9.50.DR
* * *
On-campus metal mernot
chants should walk
drive to the San Jose Civic
Wednesday
Auditorium
night at 8 for an urban ear
assault featuring Bonnie
James Dio and Queensryehe.The diminutive Dio features one of the biggest
voices in rock, a weapon
awesome in it’s sustained
and operatic breadth. Din is
the former lead singer for
Blackmore’s Rainbow and
was the replacement for
Ozzie Osbourne in Black
Sabbath. Tickets are $11.50
in advance and $13.00 the
day of the show.DR
* * *
Do you love the blues
and dancing too? Hey hey
hey, have I got a show for
you. It’s on campus too!
Roomful of Blues and The
Nighthawks team up Friday
night at 8 for an evening of

be the Bay Area premiere of
"Invitation au Voyage."
This film tells the bizarre
story of twin brother and sister who are so obsessively in
love with one another that
they ultimately take on one
pretty
identity.
Sounds
weird. It’s rated R and subtitled.
Times are 7:15 for "Invitation" and 9:10 for "Querelle." General admission is
$3.50 and students are
$3.00. CH
* * *
Next week’s Wednesday
Cinema is ’Tome Back to
the Five and Dime, Jimmy
Dean, Jimmy Dean." The
Robert Altman film tells the
story of a group of women
who were devoted to the late
actor in their youth. The film
stars Cher and Karen Black
in very good performances.
The story was originally told
in a Broadway play, and Altdanceable rhythm and blues
in the Student Union Ballroom. Tickets are $3.50 for
students and $6.50 for general. For advanced sales go
to the AS. Business Office.DR
FILM
Tonight, Camera One
will present "Querelle,
Rainer Werner Fassbinder’s
last film. The film stars
Brad Davis as a sexy, but
lethal sailor, and deals with
the concept of machismo
and men’s feelings. "Querelle" co-stars Franco Nero
and Jeanne Moreau as a
brothel owner. Ills unrated,
but for mature audiences
only.
Before "Querelle" will

man stayed very close to this
script. "Five and Dime"
was a victim of the studio,
which gave up on it before
could
mouth
of
word
spread.CH
MISC.
The Oakland Ballet, for
those of you with a cultural
bent, will present "Cake
walk," by Boris/Gottschalk .
by
Noches,"
"Les
and
Nijinska/Stravinsky:
"Sibelius," by Guidi/Sibelius, 8 p.m. tomorrow
through Saturday. The show
will be at the Zellerbach AuUC-Berkeley.
ditorium,
Tickets are $6-$14. The Oakland Ballet has been labeled
one of the best around, so the
drive is definitely worth
it .CH
* * *
THEATER
A musical production
that crosses the barriers between time and timelessness: the South Pacific and
the London Zoo: Rogers and
Hammerstein and The Talking Heads can only be called
Newts. Newts opened Sept.
22 in the Theater Artaud at
Project Artaud in San Fran
cisco and will run until Oci
29. The production pre
mieres a visual/auditory
feast with an infectious
rhythm and unrelenting
beat. Performances are
scheduled for Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings
at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $8
for adults and $4 for children
and seniors, and are available at all BASS outlets. Information is available by
calling the box office at (415
621-7797.DC
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CAN YOU BUY GOOD TASTE?
Yes! Now you can acquire good taste for a
couple of bucks. Just wear shirts and visors
that say "Dos Equis." After all, those
are foreign words. And anyone in college
knows people who wear stuff with foreign

words and alligators have good taste.
So, order your kind of good taste in Dos
Equis sportswear today. And remember to
eat your peanut butter and jelly sandwiches over the sink.
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Slate Senator Hi
Fremont, said Wedr
lieves a compromise
on the question of
lege funding.
Lockyer made I
during an interview
from the Spartan
other local newspape
Cable Television.
"I think the odds
promise will result
doesn’t adequately pi
for the community cc
yer said.
Lockyer said
Deukmejian’s propos
fee per semester on c
lege students would
million. Combined wil
lion the governor wou
the community colleg
approved, it still does
restore the budget cut
"Budget cuts wet
so there’s still quite a
said.
"I see the fees as
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public education," Lot
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